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Abstract: The development of smart grids has paved the way for sustainable energy infrastructure
to transition towards decentralized energy trading. As intelligent agents, energy sources engage
in energy trading based on their energy surplus or deficit. Buyers and sellers (participants) should
achieve maximum payoffs in which buyers cut costs and sellers improve their utilities, and the security
of sensitive information of smart agents must be guaranteed. This paper provides a blockchain-
based energy trading network where intelligent agents can exchange energy in a secure manner,
without the intervention of third parties. We model energy trading as a Stackelberg game, ensuring
that the platform maximizes social welfare while participants increase their payoffs. Using the
inherited characteristics of blockchain technology, a novel decentralized swarm intelligence technique
is applied to solve the game while ensuring the privacy of the smart agents’ sensitive information.
The numerical analysis demonstrates that the suggested method outperforms the present methods
(Constant Utility Optimization, average method...) for optimizing the objectives of each agent by
maximizing the sellers’ utilities and reducing the buyers’ costs. In addition, the experimental results
demonstrate that it significantly reduces carbon footprint (15%) by enhancing energy exchange
between intelligent agents.

Keywords: peer-to-peer energy trading; smart grid; blockchain; Stackelberg game; swarm intelligence;
energy market

1. Introduction

With the introduction of the smart grid, distributed energy resource (DER) power
transfers have become increasingly advanced. This evolution requires intelligent devices
that can generate and inject energy into a system. Prosumers, also known as intelligent
devices, are connected to distributed energy resources (DERs). The devices generate excess
energy and experience energy deficiency in the future according to energy production.
Peer-to-peer energy trading enables prosumers to exchange energy without the intervention
of a third-party vendor in a decentralized manner. Utilizing a wide range of energy sources,
peer-to-peer energy trading can assist in maintaining a balance between energy production
and consumption [1].

Few smart grid pilot projects incorporating peer-to-peer energy trading have been
implemented. The FIT and MicroFIT [2] programs in Ontario, Canada, have successfully en-
couraged residents to participate in renewable energy projects. Denmark and Germany are
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market leaders in decentralized energy trading, with the largest national and international
smart grid deployments [3]. However, this sustainable mechanism still faces significant
obstacles in its complete implementation of decentralized energy trading.

Multiple buyers and sellers engage in peer-to-peer trade, with the goal of the seller
being to increase profits and the goal of the buyer being to reduce expenses. A thorough
market model should optimize the goals of each prosumer while facilitating transactions.
In addition, the power trading mechanism should preserve the privacy of participants,
as the proposed market model would require prosumers to reveal private information
such as satisfaction and price sensitivity. In order to develop a fair market, it is necessary
to verify the transparency and honesty of transactions. The trading method must be
scalable, meaning it must not fail as the number of participants increases. Thus, a secure
decentralized energy trading platform resistant to a single point of failure should be
implemented while protecting users’ sensitive data.

In a smart grid, the immutable, tamper-proof, and transparent blockchain architecture
offers a comprehensive solution for peer-to-peer energy trading. Through Bitcoin [4],
Satoshi Nakamoto introduced blockchain technology, which facilitates transactions between
unreliable parties. Beyond cryptocurrencies, blockchain technology has been widely used
by decentralized distributed systems such as peer-to-peer trading platforms.

Over the years, numerous blockchain-based platforms that integrate IoT devices have
been established [5,6]. The decentralized peer-to-peer architecture of the smart grid can be
realized utilizing the same concepts as blockchain-based IoT devices. Moreover, smart grid
systems make use of the diverse services offered by blockchain technology.

Intelligent devices serving as consumers on the trading platform can connect to the
blockchain, verify their identities, and trade energy on the blockchain-enabled platform.
The use of blockchain technology will make it possible to verify the identity of each cus-
tomer and ensure that all transactions are conducted in an honest and trustworthy manner.

Blockchain technology provides a crucial service for cryptocurrencies. They can be
utilized as energy tokens to support smart grid transactions without the requirement for
a third-party source. Hence, it enhances transaction efficiency and reduces transaction
costs. DeepCoin is an energy framework that supports energy transactions through the
use of blockchain and tokens. In addition, it presents a strategy based on deep learning to
identify intrusions using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). A blockchain framework is
provided in [7], with a market structure based on the marginal pricing of end-users while
meeting the power system requirements. In [8], the details retrieved by smart-metering
devices are kept in a tamper-proof manner in the blockchain. Smart contracts describe
the rewards and penalties connected with each prosumer within this framework, which
is built on the Ethereum blockchain. The operation of crowd-sourced Energy Systems
(CES) with peer-to-peer energy trade transactions is conducted through a blockchain-based
architecture in [9]. In this paper, a three-part operational method is designed for scheduling
peer-to-peer energy generation and exchange in distribution networks, with day-ahead,
hour-ahead, and real-time time horizons. Energy is traded in [10] via a mechanism for
forming blockchain coalition. In the study, multiple coalition formation algorithms are
conducted asynchronously. It reduces the time required to communicate with other micro-
grids. Using machine learning and blockchain technology, [11] proposes a blockchain-based
platform and a smart-contract-enabled predictive analytics module. This platform accu-
rately forecasts the short-term energy consumption necessary for making future resource
management decisions based on historical energy consumption data. In [12], the privacy of
prosumers is safeguarded by encrypting bids using a smart contract based on functional
encryption. Nevertheless, the analysis of energy exchange pathways has received less
attention in the aforementioned studies.

In a smart grid, the behavior of intelligent devices is varied and complex. The in-
teractions between agents lead to outcomes that vary according to the agents’ individual
preferences. Game theory can be utilized to arrange the dynamic characteristics of pro-
sumers through strategic analysis. While the existing state of the art provides market
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models, the unique capabilities of blockchain technology have not been completely used to
develop market models that protect user privacy and increase consumer profitability.

Peer-to-peer energy trading has been extensively studied by researchers [13–17]. Game
theory is beneficial in many fields to technology including artificial intelligence and Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). The method of employing game theory in WSNs is adaptable to
the application of game theory in smart grids [18–21]. Game theory has been widely used to
model prosumer behavior and market structure of the smart grid. The strategic interaction
between participants can be modeled as a game by examining the psychological behavior
of traders. The [13] outlines game-theoretical concepts applicable to the smart grid. Before
engaging in energy trading within the framework, the participants must demonstrate their
willingness. In the smart grid, a market model for DERs, energy storage systems, and
electric vehicles is created by placing consumers first. For power management, [14] employs
a Stackelberg game and Lyapunov optimization, utilizing multi-objective optimization in
clusters to reduce power consumption and scheduling delay. By imitating the structure of
the stock market, [15] creates a strategy for maximizing profits. For simulation convergence
and diversion, a multi-agent energy simulation framework with three types of agents and
three related models is utilized. Using economic indices, the proposed system is evaluated.
A general Nash game is utilized to solve the market-clearing process in [22]. Agent privacy
is maintained without having to disclose sensitive information. The notion of “absorbable
region” is introduced to illustrate the adaptability of the strategy in comparison to the
centralized approach.

Many strategies have been implemented for energy trading on the smart grid. Bilateral
energy trading is the direct exchange of energy between market customers without the use
of intermediaries. As buyers and sellers engage in direct communication, transaction costs
are reduced. Bilateral energy trading gives prosumers greater control over their transactions.
However, because there is no central governance, energy trading could be highly risky.
Energy trading is also possible in a fully peer-to-peer market. It is possible to trade more
locally sourced energy and transaction costs could be reduced, but it could also increase
transaction risk. Microgrid technology is another energy trading technique. It promotes
energy supply independence and resilience, and facilitates the incorporation of renewable
energy resources. Indeed, it bears substantial maintenance and capital expenditures.

Several interfaces are needed to link multiple peers inside a decentralized system. In a
fully peer-to-peer approach, all peers connect directly with one another, with no central
authority or intermediary. It requires a network interface (peers connect via a network),
a payment interface (which allows peers to transfer funds), and a data interface (enables
peers to exchange data related to energy consumption and production). In a peer-to-peer
community approach, peers are organized into smaller groups or communities that are
linked via a central platform. In addition to the interfaces specified in a fully peer-to-peer
system, a community peer-to-peer system requires a platform interface (which allows
peers to access a centralized platform). The hybrid peer-to-peer model combines the
community and fully peer-to-peer approaches. Peers are fully peer-to-peer connected, but
they are also connected to a central platform. This includes all interfaces of the community
peer-to-peer paradigm.

Researchers in recent studies have made use of a method known as Continuous Double
Auction (CDA), which is a method for modeling markets. Because both buyers and sellers
submit bids for quantity and price, the auction method is called a double auction. In energy
scheduling, the process occurs continually. The CDA facilitates the effective allocation of
resources and the discovery of prices, whereas it inequitably distributes resources among
participants. Double auction and game theory are utilized in [16]. The authors describe
an algorithm based on the Stackelberg game that illustrates market participant behavior.
The technique of double auctions determines the clearance price, which is the price for
energy units at the auction. The [17] outlines the application of a double auction method in
a Low-Voltage Network. This article describes a technique that enables energy exchanges
without breaching network restrictions.
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The primary purpose of the double auction process is to determine the market’s clearing
price. Utility theory is crucial in determining the clearance price. The utility function expresses
the player’s double auction choices. In a few studies, the utility function is regarded as linear;
however, utility functions can also take on a nonlinear shape. In addition, it is assumed that
all participants in the double auction mechanism have the same utility functions [7,16,23]. In
reality, however, the utility functions of buyers and sellers are distinct.

An energy trading mechanism’s ultimate goal should be to raise the platform’s overall
social welfare while increasing participant profits. Because prosumer data raises concerns
about privacy and secrecy, most state-of-the-art technologies are unable to achieve this
goal. In our work, we propose a solution to this issue. In addition, intelligent grids should
encourage sustainable energy generation by enhancing localized energy exchange and
decreasing energy obtained from the major power grid. The majority of the primary energy
grid is fueled by nonrenewable energy sources with significant carbon emissions. Our
research enhances the local energy unit exchange, hence decreasing the carbon footprint
of energy derived from the primary grid. In addition, architectural considerations should
be made for decentralized communication on an energy trading platform as opposed
to a centralized architecture, with security implications being the most important. The
implementation of these design requirements is explained in the subsequent Section 2.

In accordance with the aforementioned objectives, a secure energy trading platform
based on game theory and blockchain technology is created. The following is an overview
of the contributions of the study.

• Development of a peer-to-peer energy trading platform to facilitate the secure ex-
change of energy amongst prosumers.

• Formulation of energy trading market models as a Stackelberg game involving prosumers,
and explanation of the existence of equilibrium in the suggested Stackelberg game.

• Introduction of a novel method for winner determination of the game using a modified
Cuckoo search algorithm and the architecture of blockchain technology.

• Implementation of the proposed trading mechanism on the energy trading platform
and a numerical study of the winner determination methods.

Organization of the Paper

Section 2 describes the developed energy trading platform. The structure of the market
is explained in Section 3. Section 4 explains the energy trading process. The Stackelberg
game and solutions to the Stackelberg game are elucidated in Section 5. The novel Swarm
intelligent solution is described in Section 6. Section 7 gives the results of the paper. The
conclusion of the paper is followed by the results section.

2. Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading Platform
2.1. Considerations for the Design of the Platform

This section highlights the design considerations that went into the development of
the blockchain-powered platform.

• Privacy—The specifics of an agent’s energy use, production, and exchange should not
be disclosed to other agents. If other agents have access to this information, they can
utilize it to build and design strategies.

• No single point of failure—Agents are connected to the platform, and it is not governed
by a central authority. If a system agent or node fails, other agents should not be affected.

• Integrity—Malicious agents/nodes should not be able to profit from making faulty
bids through deceptive conduct.

• Authentication—The devices and agents connecting to the system must be correctly
identified and authenticated.

All agents should have access to information regarding the transactions (energy
exchange) that took place on the platform.
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2.2. Overview of the Platform

This section provides an overview of the peer-to-peer trading marketplace for energy. In
the majority of studies undertaken, energy trading systems are constructed with two layers:
a blockchain layer and a market layer. The agents are solely connected to the market layer,
while the blockchain layer stores transaction details. In the design, the blockchain serves just
as a storage device, and its security capabilities are not fully employed. Moreover, malicious
nodes are able to connect to the market layer, posing security risks to the smart grid, because
the agents are not authorized by the blockchain. In our research, the platform consists of five
layers. Figure 1 illustrates the integration between the different layers of the platform.

Figure 1. Overview of the platform.

The infrastructure layer connects smart agents to devices such as Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMIs) [24]. The AMIs are responsible for data collection, low-level grid control,
and grid monitoring. With the AMIs, Hardware Security Module (HSM) is implemented
to protect the hardware system from external threats such as unauthorized access and data
manipulation. Through the integration layer, agents are connected to the blockchain. Separate
security procedures are incorporated into the layer to prevent malicious devices from connect-
ing to the platform. Each agent is provided with a security wallet holding digital certificates
needed to validate the agent’s identity. The blockchain generates an unreplicable wallet once
an agent establishes a connection to the platform. The wallet stores the certificate used to
identify the HSM, whereas the HSM maintains the private key. The agents are responsible for
making intelligent judgments regarding the devices, such as high-level monitoring, energy
scheduling, and energy production forecasting. The blockchain layer is the platform’s primary
actor. This layer is responsible for initiating and storing transactions, as well as authenticating
agents and infrastructure. The market layer supports peer-to-peer energy trade between
agents. As stated in Section 4, a smart contract with a swarm intelligent Stackelberg game is
deployed to enable peer-to-peer energy trading.

With the aforementioned layered architecture, transactions can be decentralized and
conducted securely. The agents initially notify the blockchain layer of their intention to
connect to the platform. The blockchain issues a wallet that serves as the agent’s identity
upon validation. Depending on energy demands, the agent may participate in energy
trading cycles. If the agent determines that it will need energy or create excess energy in the
period after t period, it may engage in the market for that specific time. After the market
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model determines the energy quantity and price, energy can be transferred from sellers to
buyers, and buyers will provide sellers with energy tokens.

3. Architecture of the Market
3.1. Design Considerations of the Market

There are several factors to consider while designing the market for energy exchange
between smart grid agents.

• Decentralized communication—There are two mechanisms that can be used.

– Direct bargaining—Prosumers are capable of interacting directly with one another and
reaching an agreement. In this mechanism, prosumers continually seek to maximize
their welfare, regardless of the grid’s overall performance. Additionally, participants
must divulge sensitive information to others, jeopardizing the agents’ confidentiality.

– Smart contract—A smart contract can be implemented in the blockchain layer with
the primary goal of maximizing the overall profit of the smart grid while boosting
participant payoffs. This approach alleviates the need for prosumers to disclose
sensitive information. Additionally, the aggregate profit is increased rather than the
profit of individual agents, guaranteeing that no agent is mistreated.

Hence, a governing smart contract is used that will ensure that the overall profit of the
market is optimized.

• Delivery period—This element defines the market’s time scale. It can range from
day-ahead to real-time scheduling, depending on the agents’ requirements.

• Winner determination/price clearing method—The mechanism by which the quan-
tity of energy traded between prosumers and the price at which they agree on the
transaction are determined.

3.2. Market Design

This section discusses the market’s overall architecture. In this study, a community
peer-to-peer model is used. Multiple interfaces are used to build the market structure.
The platform interface gives access to the centralized communication. Network interface
enables communication with market prosumers. The payment interface is used to transfer
payments, while the data interface facilitates the interchange of information regarding
energy output and consumption.

The Energy Trading Smart Contract (ETSC) is executed every T time slot. Bids submit-
ted during the current T1 cycle will be considered for the subsequent T2 contract execution.

3.2.1. Initialization

Initially, agents must assess, based on their energy production, whether they will
require energy or supply energy to the grid in the subsequent period T2. In addition, the
agents can modify their utility functions and strategies based on their past performance in
maximizing their utility while considering external factors such as price sensitivity [25].

3.2.2. Affiliation

After determining the act (buyer/seller), the agent can inform the ETSC of its intent to
participate in the following market cycle as either a buyer or a seller. Prior to affiliation,
the ETSC validates the agent’s identification. The ETSC registers the agent as a market
participant and assigns a unique identifier for the duration of the market cycle upon
verification. The ETSC returns the agent the freshly generated identification of the user.

The agents can place their bid after joining the market. The bid should consist of the
following details.

• AffiliationID—The ID of the agent given by the ETSC after affiliation.
• ActorType—The indicator of whether the agent will act as a buyer or a seller
• Timestamp—The timestamp at which the bid was sent by the user. This is used to

prevent double spending of the tokens [15].
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• AcceptablePrice—If the actor type is a buyer, the highest price the buyer can afford is
specified; if the actor type is a seller, the lowest price acceptable is specified.

• Quantity—The maximum quantity that is provided/required by the prosumer.

To ensure secrecy, the agents encrypt and transmit the bid to the platform. The bid
is added to the current cycle when the market verifies the user’s identification. Until the
energy trading cycle is initiated, the data connected with an energy bid are encrypted and
held on the blockchain.

The ETSC assumes all participants in the energy trading cycle are trustworthy. The
buyers hold the tokens specified in the bid, whilst the sellers possess the claimed energy.
If an agent is found to be a fraud node after an energy trading cycle has concluded and
energy has been distributed, the actor is penalized.

4. Energy Trading

This section outlines the winner selection or market clearing process employed in the
proposed platform. In peer-to-peer trading, the buyers have cost functions where they try
to minimize the cost and sellers have utility functions where they try to maximize utility.

A consumer’s cost model is composed of three major components: the cost of en-
ergy used by the user, the cost of energy traded with other consumers, and the cost of
transmission [26]. However, in this study the grid is considered to be localized where the
cost of energy transmission is negligible. Furthermore, the smart grid is considered as a
strictly Renewable Energy Source (RES) system where the carbon emission of the system in
negligible. Hence, the cost function is,

ζt =
n

∑
j=1

(
Ei,j,tPj,i,t + (γmin

j,t − Ei,j,t)Pg
j,t
)

(1)

where ζt is the total cost of consumer i, Ei,j,t and Pj,i,t are the energy and price between i, j
users, γmin

j,t is the minimum energy required by the user, and Pg
j,t is the unit cost set by the

main grid. (γmin
j,t − Ei,j,t)Pg

j,t is used to show that the user will buy the energy from the main
grid if the user cannot obtain energy from other producers.

4.1. Utility Function

In certain studies, the utility function is calculated only based on price, whereas
external factors such as price sensitivity and participation desire are neglected. In addition,
it is anticipated that all prosumers participating in the market will have an identical utility
function with equivalent parameters for all users, as described in Section 1. When all
prosumers are assumed to have the same utility function, it is impossible to accurately
reflect users’ complex architecture and psychological behavior because essential factors
affecting the agent’s utility are overlooked.

This study introduces a mechanism wherein prosumers can provide their utility
function to the ETSC. The agents can optimize the utility function by incorporating past
data and evolutionary game theory in order to acquire a more accurate utility function [25].
It is ensured that the utility function is inaccessible to market participants other than the
ETSC and the designated agent. The utility functions are stored as the agent’s private data
on the blockchain. As mentioned in Section 6.1, when the ETSC is executed, the utility
function is received via a separate contract from the blockchain.

The study uses two utility function formats in the form of logarithmic and quadratic
functions that are often employed in research. The quadratic utility function is,

εt =
n

∑
j=1

(
Pmin

j,t Ei,j,t −
θi,t

2
E2

i,j,t

)
(2)

where Pmin
j,t is the price provided by the user, Ei,j,t is the energy traded between i, j and

θi,t is the price sensitivity of the user. When the value of θi,t is high, the user is willing to
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reduce the energy consumption whereas, for a lower value, the user is trying to increase
the energy consumption. Ei,j,t can be shown as,

n

∑
j=1

Ei,j,t = Eg
i − Ei,t (3)

where Eg
i is the energy required by user i and Ei,t is the energy produced by the user i

Additionally, the logarithmic utility function is,

εt =
n

∑
j=1

(
ki,jln(αi,j + Ei,t) + (Eg

i − Ei,t)Pj,i,t

)
(4)

where ki,jln(αi,j + Ei,t) is the utility of a user by consuming Eg
i where ki,j, αi,j are constants

and (Eg
i − Ei,t)Pj,i,t is the profit obtained by selling energy.

5. Stackelberg Game

The energy trading between prosumers can be analyzed as a Stackelberg game between
the ETSC and the prosumers. The existence of Stackelberg equilibrium has been widely
studied in peer-to-peer energy trading schemes [16,27,28]. The ETSC acts as the game leader,
while the prosumers act as the followers. The followers optimize their objective function in
the game, while the leader maximizes overall social welfare by eliciting the best response
from the followers. Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) is considered as a solution for this game.
The leader achieves optimal social welfare, followed by the optimal prices obtained by the
followers. The optimal energy quantity is considered the quantity that provides the optimal
price. In Stackelberg Equilibrium, no player benefits from altering strategy. As the buyers
who participate in the game want to increase its utility and the sellers who participate want
to decrease the cost, the social welfare problem can be formed as,

∀i, j ∈ P,

SW = max
n

∑
j=1

(
ζt(Ei,j,t, Pj,i,t)− εt(Ei,j,t, Pj,i,t)

)
(5)

Pi,t ≥ Pj,i,t (6)

Pj,t ≤ Pj,i,t (7)

Eg
i − Ei,t ≤ Ej,i,t (8)

0 ≤ Ej,i,t ≤ γmin
j,t (9)

The formation of the Stackelberg game can be shown as,

G = {A ∪ P, {Si}, {ζt}, {εt}, i ∈ P} (10)

where A is the ETSC and P are the prosumers, the {Si} represents the set of strategies used
by prosumers and {ζt} represents the utility functions of prosumers and {εt} represents
the cost functions of prosumers. Depending on the energy consumption, a prosumer can
be a buyer or a seller with the respective strategies, utility functions and cost functions.

5.1. Existence of Stackelberg Equilibrium

The Stackelberg game shown in Equation (10) will reach equilibrium if and only if the
chosen strategies satisfy the following inequalities.
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ζt(E∗i,j,t, P∗j,i,t) ≥ ζt(Ei,j,t, P∗j,i,t) (11)

εt(E∗i,j,t, P∗j,i,t) ≤ εt(Ei,j,t, P∗j,i,t) (12)

This implies that by changing the utility functions or cost functions of prosumers, a
solution better than the derived optimal solution should not be obtained.

It can be shown that the utility function of sellers is strictly concave by obtaining the
second derivative of the Equation (2).

εt =
n

∑
j=1

(
Pmin

j,t (E(g)
i − Ei,t)−

θi,t

2
(E(g)

i − Ei,t)
2
)

(13)

∂εt

∂Ei,t
=

n

∑
j=1

(
− Pmin

j,t + θi,t(E(g)
i − Ei,t)

)
(14)

∂2εt

∂Ei,t
2 = −

n

∑
j=1

θi,t < 0 (15)

In the same manner, it can be shown that the second derivative of Equation (4) is
also negative.

∂εt

∂Ei,t
=

n

∑
j=1

( ki,j

αi,j + Ei,t
− Pj,i,t

)
(16)

∂2εt

∂Ei,t
2 = −

n

∑
j=1

ki,j

(αi,j + Ei,t)2 < 0 (17)

As the utility function is strictly concave, there exists a maximum value in the function
where the sellers cannot obtain a better solution by changing the strategy.

Furthermore, the second derivative of the cost function Equation (1) of buyers is
strictly convex as shown below, that implies the existence of a minimum value for the
function, where the buyers cannot obtain a better cost reduction by changing the strategy.

ζt =
n

∑
j=1

(
(E(g)

i − Ei,t)Pj,i,t + (γmin
j,t − (E(g)

i − Ei,t))P(g)
j,t

)
(18)

Lets consider that Equation (16) to get the optimal Pj,i,t value.

∂εt

∂Ei,t
=

n

∑
j=1

( ki,j

αi,j + Ei,t
− Pj,i,t

)
= 0 (19)

Ei,t =
ki,j

Pj,i,t
− αi,j (20)

By substituting in Equation (18),

ζt =
n

∑
j=1

((
E(g)

i −
( ki,j

Pj,i,t
− αi,j

))
Pj,i,t +

(
γmin

j,t −
(

E(g)
i −

( ki,j

Pj,i,t
− αi,j

)))
P(g)

j,t

)
(21)

It can be shown that the function is convex by obtaining the second derivative.

∂ζt

∂Pj,i,t
=

n

∑
j=1

(
E(g)

i + αi,j − P(g)
j,t

ki,j

P2
j,i,t

)
= 0 (22)

∂2ζt

∂P2
j,i,t

=
n

∑
j=1

P(g)
j,t

ki,j

P3
j,i,t

> 0 (23)
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In the same manner, it can be proved that if the consumer has a quadratic utility
function the cost function Equation (2) is convex. Hence, it can be said that a unique
equilibrium exists, through the social welfare problem Equation (5) defined for the pricing
market game.

5.2. Solutions to the Stackelberg Game

The approaches that can be used to obtain the solution to the Stackelberg game are
explained in this section.

The solution to the Stackelberg game can be obtained through backward induction [29].
A bi-level approach is taken where the optimization problem of maximizing the seller’s utility
is solved, and the result is plugged into the next level of minimization of buyers’ cost, and
optimum value is obtained. However, due to the constraints Equations (6)–(9), it is hard to
formulate and solve the problem in this manner.

Dual decomposition [30], can also be used to solve the problem. The method relaxes
the constraints and modifies constrained optimization problem into a dual problem by trans-
forming the primal optimization problem where the individual sub-problems can be solved
separately. The Lagrangian function of the Equation (5) and constraints Equations (6)–(9) can
be shown as,

Lj = SW − ψj(Pi,t − Pj,i,t − S2
j )− δj(Pj,t − Pj,i,t + t2

j ) + ξ j(E(g)
i − Ei,t − Ej,i,t + k2

j )−

ηj(Ej,i,t − g2
j )− φj(γ

min
j,t − Ej,i,t + w2

j ) (24)

where Sj, tj, k j, gj, wj are constants. The function can be solved through the KKT conditions
after decomposing the algorithm.

Furthermore, deterministic approaches with linear programming have been followed
and gradient descent algorithms have been used to solve the optimization problem. How-
ever, the complexity of these approaches increase drastically when the number of prosumers
increase. The computational time taken by these approaches is also high. Hence, a swarm
intelligent approach is introduced to find the solution for the game.

6. Swarm Intelligent Solution

In this section, the swarm intelligent approach is presented that can be used to solve
the Stackelberg game while obtaining SE. A Cuckoo Search algorithm (CSA) [31] inspired
approach is used to solve the optimization problem. The CSA is considered as the base
algorithmic structure to solve the Stackelberg game due to the high convergence rate and
the accuracy as statistically shown in [32].

The CSA is based on the brood parasitism of a specific Cuckoo species and the charac-
teristics related to Levy flights. There are two types of birds called Cuckoo birds who lay
eggs in the nests and the host birds who build the nests. In the algorithm, initially, each
Cuckoo bird lays the egg in a randomly selected nest, and the nest with the highest quality
of eggs is considered over the next generations. The number of host nests is a constant, and
the host bird can discover the egg with probability pa ∈ [0, 1]. If the host bird discovers the
egg, it can discard it or abandon it and build a new nest. The host bird will replace the M
nests with a probability of pa. The host nest xi(t) is updated as,

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + α⊗ Levy(λ) (25)

where α is the stepping size and ⊗ indicate the entry wise multiplications and Levy(λ is
the Levy flight taken from the Levy distribution.

The Levy flight is approximated using the following equations.

s =
u

|ν|
1
β

(26)
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where u, ν follow Gaussian distribution, u ∼ N(0, σ2), ν ∼ N(0, 1) and β = 1.5

σ =

(
Γ(1 + β) sin πβ

2

βΓ( 1+β
2 ) 2

β−1
2

)
(27)

If the Cuckoo egg is abandoned, the Cuckoo finds a new location through,

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + αs⊗ H(pa− ∈)⊗ (xj(t)− xk(t)) (28)

where xj(t) and xk(t) are randomly selected and H() is a Heaviside function, ∈ is a random
through a distribution, s is the step size ∈ (0, 1) and α is a scaling value. These functions
are directly inferred from the literature [31].

By following this algorithm, a modified algorithm is developed to obtain the solution
of the Stackelberg game. The CSA only replaces solutions when the new one outperforms
the old one, and only a subset of the worst-performing solutions are changed. Social
Welfare Smart Contract (SWSC) as described in Section 6.1 is used to calculate the output
social welfare for a particular nest. The decision variables of the problem are the price and
quantity of energy exchanged between a buyer and a seller. Hence, (number of buyers) ×
(number of sellers) × 2 number of decision variables are considered in the CSA that act as
the dimensions of the CSA. Figure 2 shows the basic flow of the modified CSA.

Figure 2. Modified Cuckoo search algorithm.

6.1. Social Welfare Smart Contract (SWSC)

Social Welfare Smart Contract (SWSC) is used to calculate the social welfare of a specific
nest. Certain parameters of the functions are sensitive information to the specific prosumer
as emphasized in Section 4.1. Hence, a separate agent is created for each prosumer who
has access to the private information of that prosumer, rather than providing sensitive
information to the function. These agents have restricted read-only access to the private
data, and the wallets of each agent are saved internally, ensuring that no outside party
has access to the agents except for SWSC. Intelligent agents and SWSC agents do not
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communicate directly. The intelligent agents continuously optimize their utility functions,
and the particular SWSC agent queries the private data and calculates the aggregate social
welfare of the current iteration at each iteration as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Interaction between intelligent agents and SWSC agents.

6.2. Penalty Functions

The social welfare function should be modified to include inequality constraints and
be optimized using the CSA. A penalty approach process [33] is used for this purpose. The
modified social welfare problem can be shown as follows.

SWmodi f ied = SW + η(x) (29)

η(x) =
m

∑
i=1

θ(qi(x))qi(x)γ(qi(x)) (30)

where qi(x) = max{0, gi(x)}, i = 1, . . . , m. gi(x) are the inequality constraints as shown in
Equations (6)–(9) (gi(x) ≤ 0). The penalty parameters are chosen as follows.

γ(qi(x)) =

{
1, if qi(x) < 1.
2, otherwise.

(31)

θ(qi(x)) =


10, if qi(x) < 0.001.
20, if qi(x) < 0.1.
100, if qi(x) < 1.
300, otherwise.

(32)

7. Illustrative Results

The numerical analysis of the proposed solution is presented in this section.

7.1. Implementation of the Platform

The platform is designed with Hyperledger Fabric [34], which provides a modular
architecture that is suitable for the study. In total, six initial prosumers are assumed to
be connected to the platform via the agent layer in the study. Raft algorithm [35] is used
as the consensus mechanism of the blockchain. A total of two peers are implemented for
each agent in the blockchain to avoid a single point of failure. Each agent connected to the
blockchain owns a wallet that consists of separate digital certificates. Respective certificate
authorities are defined for each agent at the blockchain layer. The authentication of the agents
is verified by the specific certificate authority of the agent. The agents created by the SWSC
are also authenticated and verified through the certificate authorities. Each peer maintains a
ledger containing the details about the transactions. Details about transactions are exchanged
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between peers, whereas agents’ private data are restricted at each peer’s ledger. The SWSC
agents have limited access to the specific ledger of each prosumer. The Orderer maintains the
order of the channel [36]. ETSC is implemented in the blockchain layer, and the market layer
is integrated with the blockchain layer, where energy trading cycles can be executed every
t time.

7.2. Experimental Setup

During the experiments, the prosumers were considered with distinct utility functions
where the parameters were modified in separate iteration considered for Cuckoo Search
Algorithm with Social Welfare Smart Contract (CSA-SWSC), i.e., if the utility function
of one agent was considered as Equation (4), the ki,j and αi,j parameters were changed
to resemble the behavior of intelligent agents modifying these parameters to maximize
their utility. Conversely, Logarithmic utility function Equation (4) was considered as the
utility function for all the agents and parameters with values, ki,j = 3 and αi,j = 1 for the
current approach of Constant Utility Optimization (CUO) used in studies. Furthermore,
the average method (AVG) was also considered in the numerical analysis. In the AVG, the
buyers are sorted in descending order of the price bi > bi+1, i ∈ n, (n = number of buyers),
where the sellers are sorted in ascending order sj < sj+1, j ∈ m, (m = number of sellers. The

optimal price is considered as
bi+sj

2 . The Stackelberg game was performed under 12 time
slots where the prosumers’ requirements for energy quantity and prices were considered
the same for the CSA-SWSC, the CUO, and the AVG approaches. The main grid price is,
P(g)

t = 30 $ and the price ∈ [10, 30] $ whereas the quantity ∈ [1, 20] kWh.
Figure 4 shows the variation in total utility of sellers during the time intervals. The

proposed CSA-SWSC outperforms the CUO approach at each time interval where the
individual agents increase their utilities as well.

Figure 4. Total utility of sellers.

Figure 5 shows the total cost of the sellers for the given time intervals. The total
cost of the CSA-SWSC approach is lower than the CUO approach. However, a distinct
margin between the two approaches is not visible as the same cost function Equation (1)
is considered. The utility of sellers acquired through the AVG is comparatively higher
compared with the CUO. However, the buyers’ cost in the AVG is significantly high as the
average price of buyers and sellers is considered the optimal price without considering the
prosumers’ behavior through utility and cost functions.
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Figure 5. Total cost of buyers.

Buyers in the proposed design use energy from the primary power grid in cases where
the smart grid is unable to meet their energy requirements, as demonstrated by Equation (1).
Carbon emissions from the smart grid are disregarded because the system is entirely renewable
energy-based, as mentioned in Section 4. A carbon footprint analysis was conducted to
determine the reduction of carbon dioxide emitted by our suggested approach. Coal, natural
gas, and petroleum are the primary fuels utilized in the world’s energy generation.

According to the United States Energy Information Administration [37], the generation
of electricity in the United States produces 0.417305 kg of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour
(kilograms CO2/kWh). Table 1 compares the total carbon emission. TE shows the carbon
emission if the total energy requirement of buyers was fulfilled through the main power
grid. TE calculates the carbon emissions produced if all of the buyers’ energy requirements
were met by the main power grid. Total carbon emissions were significantly reduced due
to peer-to-peer energy trading, as illustrated by the CUO, the CSA-SWSC, and the AVG.
As the buyers purchase more energy units through the smart grid in the CUO, there is a
further 15.67% reduction in carbon emissions compared with the CSA-SWSC.

Table 1. Total Carbon emission (kg CO2).

Time Slot Total Energy CUO CSA-SWSC AVG

1 5.0077 0.9399 0.565 0.8346
2 9.598 2.4317 1.2947 1.2519
3 12.5192 5.0027 3.5231 3.7557
4 14.1884 7.6362 5.0909 5.425
5 13.3538 4.6005 3.1536 3.3384
6 17.5268 3.8667 2.8322 6.2596
7 15.4403 9.0495 7.744 8.3461
8 15.8576 3.4755 2.7033 2.5038
9 16.6922 6.6624 3.4755 8.3461
10 16.6922 5.5974 3.5784 4.1731
11 14.6057 3.298 2.2661 2.5038
12 4.1731 1.0609 0 0.4173

In the initial setup, it was considered that the smart grid consists of six agents as
prosumers. Figure 6 shows the fluctuation of the total utility with respect to the number
of agents in the smart grid. The agents have maximized their profits further through the
CSA-SWSC approach compared with the CUO and the AVG approaches. The overall utility
gradually increases when the number of agents connected to the energy trading platform
grows. Figure 7 plots the variance in overall cost as a function of the agent count. The
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CSA-SWSC strategy has a lower overall cost than other alternatives, whereas the AVG
approach has a significantly higher total cost.

Figure 6. Variation in total utility of sellers with number of agents.

Figure 7. Variation in total cost of buyers with number of agents.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a blockchain-based peer-to-peer energy trading platform is introduced.
The energy exchange between prosumers is modeled as a Stackelberg game. The existence
of the Stackelberg equilibrium is shown in the proposed game and is solved through a
heuristic swarm intelligent approach instead of a deterministic approach. Hence, the com-
putational complexity is reduced during periods where an increased number of prosumers
are participating in the trading platform. The intelligent agents continuously optimize
their utility functions to maximize their profits and update the utility functions stored in
the blockchain. The proposed CSA with SWSC acquires the optimized utility function
from the blockchain through SWSC agents during each trading cycle. This ensures that
the prosumers obtain maximum utility while securing privacy without exposing sensitive
information. The numerical analysis shows that the proposed mechanism enables sellers to
obtain better utilities while buyers reduce their costs. Furthermore, the considered scenario
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demonstrates a 15% reduction in carbon emissions from electricity generated via the main
power grid when compared with current approaches.

Currently, agent utility functions are not optimized in iterations of the energy distribu-
tion. In future work, we will focus on optimizing agent utility functions in each iteration of
SWSC employing mechanisms such as evolutionary game theory and neural networks.
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